Academic Advisement Report
UGRD.SCITHMMINU.MARSCI
Undergraduate Career
Science Thematic Minor
Marine Science Emphasis Emphasis
Requirement Term: Fall 2015

Science Thematic Minor
Satisfied: Science Thematic Minor

Science Thematic Minor Emphasis Required
Satisfied: An emphasis is required for this minor. Please consult with your advisor. Available emphasis areas include:
Marine Science

Marine Science Emphasis
Overall Requirement Not Satisfied: Marine Science Emphasis

Emphasis in Marine Science
Overall Requirement Not Satisfied: Emphasis in Marine Science

1. The Biological Ocean
   Not Satisfied: Complete 1 course.
   - Courses: 1.00 required, 0.00 completed, 1.00 needed

   Courses Available
   ECOL 182R, ECOL 183, Approved Transfer Course

2. Human Impact on the Oceans
   Not Satisfied: Complete 1 course.
   - Courses: 1.00 required, 0.00 completed, 1.00 needed

   Courses Available
   ANTH 203, ECOL 183, ECOL 206, GEOG 230, GEOS 212

3. Upper Division Survey of the Oceans
   Not Satisfied: Complete 2 courses.
   - Courses: 2.00 required, 0.00 completed, 2.00 needed
Courses Available


Area Studies Requirement

Not Satisfied: Complete 9 units from the following options, with no more than 6 units from any given category below.

- Units: 9.00 required, 0.00 completed, 9.00 needed

Biology of the Oceans - Upper Division

Satisfied: Biology of the Oceans - Upper Division courses. No more than 6 units may be taken from this area.

Choose from: ECOL 306, 404R, 404F 450, 482/582, 496O/596O.

- Units: 0.00 completed

Human Impact on the Oceans - Upper Division

Satisfied: Human Impact on the Oceans - Upper Division courses. No more than 6 units may be taken from this area.

Choose from: ECOL 360, 406, 474/574, 475/575, RNR 427, 480, 495D/595D, WFSC 455R, 455L, and VSC 456/556.

Students may only complete 1 course from ECOL 474/574 and 475/575.

- Units: 0.00 completed

Geoscience of the Oceans - Upper Division

Satisfied: Geoscience of the Oceans - Upper Division courses. No more than 6 units may be taken from this area.

Choose from: GEOG 430/530, 447/547, GEOS 302, 308, 342, 478/578, 479/579, and 496/596 (when appropriate with departmental approval).

- Units: 0.00 completed

Marine Science Emphasis Graduation Requirements

Overall Requirement Not Satisfied: Marine Science Emphasis Graduation Requirements

Minor Units

Not Satisfied: A minimum of 18 units are required in the minor.

- Units: 18.00 required, 0.00 completed, 18.00 needed
### Minor GPA

**Satisfied:** A minimum GPA of 2.0 is required in the minor coursework.

- **Units:** 0.00 completed
- **GPA:** 2.000 required, 0.000 completed

### Minor Residency

**Not Satisfied:** A minimum of 3 units in the minor must be taken at the University of Arizona.

- **Units:** 3.00 required, 0.00 completed, 3.00 needed

### Minor Upper Division

**Not Satisfied:** A minimum of 9 upper division units are required in the minor.

- **Units:** 9.00 required, 0.00 completed, 9.00 needed